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‘V UNITED "STATE-s FATE 
FAST SPEED 

tea-537,290‘ , 
FLUID TREATMENT OF 
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NT ] OFFICE 

_ RUNNING LENGTHS 0F FABRIC 

Edward F. Williams, Newton, and William J.‘ 
‘Bray'den',jMayna_rd, Mass. , v 

Continuation, of application Serial No. #30422, 
February 21,1947, which is a division of appli 
cation _,Serial N0.>5_41_6,716, July 26, 1944. This 
application ?led 
129,086 

November 23, 1949, SerialNo. 

‘2 Claims. (Cl. 8--151) ’ 
. l v 

This invention relatesto a methodv for continu-' 
ously treating strip fabrics in open width with 
treating liquids for various purposes as, for ex 
ample, washing or wettingoffabrics, neutralizing 
previously treated fabrics, dyeing, etc, The in 
vention contemplates the continuous movement 
of {strip fabric longitudinally and in open Width 
at substantial speed along a-- predetermined ‘path 
and simultaneously therewith treating the fabric, ' 
preferably progressively-at relatively spaced zones 
therealong,-by maintaining a pool of treating liq 
uid on vone face of the fabric at each zone, con 
tinuously drawing from the-pool a-uniform layer 
of-treating liquid on said ‘face of the fabric in the 
direction’ ofmovement of the fabric to a relatively 
narrow area disposed transversely ' across the 
fabric ‘adjacent to and along the fabric ‘exiting 
edge of the ‘zone, maintaining a high vacuum at 
the oppositelface of the fabric along said area, ' 
solely ‘against the atmospherathe fabric and the 
liquid continuously brought to said area by said 
layer, "forcing saidlayer of liquid continuously 
through‘ the ‘fabric at high-speed'by said vacuum, 
and constantly supplying make-up liquid to the 
pool to maintain a constant depth Of'liquid-in 
constant contact with the fabric at each zone. 
The primary‘ object of the invention resides in 
the production ‘of an improved method for thus‘; 
continuously treating fabrics.‘ 
‘The invention more particularly concerns the 

washing of ‘fabrics in strip form and in taut open i 
width condition'leaving the 'fabric'free of wrinkles 
and preferably requiring the penetrating of only 
a single thickness of the fabric. Heretofore, new 
ly manufactured fabrics have been first fulled 
by‘treatinjg'in‘various baths to remove dirt, ,dis- ' 
solve 'gr'ease, etc. and then washed and scoured _ 
in machines known as “Dolly” ‘washers. These 
machines each wash about three "hundred yards ' 
of fabric at a‘batch, the'fabric being folded pr 

. v . v , . , ‘,40 

lapped ‘both ylaterally and-"longitudinally‘into ‘a j ' 
doughnut-like rolli'whi'ch is continuously run‘ _' 
tliroiig’hva washing bath andheavv squeezelrclls' 
for a period oithiéc IJQUJLTS for.eachlbat.chi.-. ".Tliisi’ 
methdd‘of procedure, 11.0.30 only requires, tons of v45 
water‘ for each batch together withk'great'quanti-j ‘ ~ 

ties of seaweed aconsiderablo .ifnereriod but;v 
furtherm0i~e._ stretches . and. Places. considerable. _ 
we: 911th? .f'obrlio and/.1. vesit. unattractive 

v:50 

2 
ish and quality of the ?nal ‘product. A further, 
object of our invention resides in theproduction 
of an improved process ‘for washing the 'fulled‘ 
fabric continuously in open width condition with 
a uniform and minimum amount of wash water 
passed at high speed but once through the fabric? 
andrequiring no additional soap, whereby ‘keeps; 
ing the fabric ?at andgthe ?bres roundand in-_( 
tact,- substantially as they ‘left the fulling 'millf' 

._ andeliminating the objectionable features above 
pointed out, and all at substantially less expendi 
ture of time, labor and materials than has'been“ 
heretofore possible. , _ 1 

Our‘ invention contemplates a rapid, uniform" 
-, and thorough treatment of the fabric and such“ 
treatment requires an amplesurplus of water or" 
other liquid from which to draw a full, uniform 
and continuous supply of treating liquid, and 
the passage of‘ the liquid through'the fabric at’ 
such ‘high speed as will remove all dirt particles 
and effect a thorough and uniform treatment; 
The maintaining ‘of the pooloffliquid on "the 
fabric provides this réquir'edsur'plus of liquid 
from which a uniform ‘layer is- continuously 
drawn on the traveling fabric,~and the high 'vac-_' 
uum acting directly and solely on the fabric and 
liquid together ‘with a minor portion of 'atmos-_* 
phere serves to perform these functions with af' 
speed, thoroughness and uniformity never yap- 
proached byany method heretofore known. The‘ 
production of an improved fabric treating vmethL' 
0d embodying these novel features ‘comprises a 
further object of,?the--invention. - - ‘ V 

These and other features of the invention wi‘l i 
be best understood and ‘appreciated ‘from the fol- ' 

" ‘lowing description of a preferred embodiment 
thereof selected for purposes of illustration and‘ 
shown in the accompanying drawing in which,; 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of one unit of a ‘machine 

for practicing our invention, ' ' ' vFig. 2'i-s a side elevation thereof, ' _ 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional v'ie'yv'v l 
taken on lines _3'—_3 'of'Figsfii and 2_,' -' ' V’ v_ 

Fig. 4 ‘is asectional view taken on line li-j-‘Aofy 

Fig. 1, and , r - ._ - . r Fig. -5 is a side elevation of themachine com-.1. 

prising a battery of ‘units- ‘ _ ' ‘_ , ' ' 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary View of ,Fig, -J 
4 more particularly showing the relation-of the . 
vacuum. slot‘zlijto. the pool of liquid on ,thefab; 
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The machine shown in the drawings is pref 
erably constructed v’n independent units If) and 
operated in the form of a battery comprising a 
plurality of units in aligned relation as illus 
tratedv in Fig. 5. The fabric [2 to be treated 
is passed in ?at open width into and through the 
un'ts along a predetermined path where it is 
treated progressively at the units in the manner 
hereinafter described. 
Each unit I0 embodies a frame M on which 

is carried a relatively large pipe 16 closed at one 
end l8 and having its other'end connected by a 
pipe 20 to a separating chamber at 22. Pipe 24 
connects the chamber to a Water sealed vacuum 
pump 26 arranged to produce a vacuum in the 
chamber and pipes. The pipe is is slotted longi 
tudinally along its top portion at 28. Mounted 
on each end of the pipe I6 is‘ a‘ plate 30 support 
ing an inwardly extending U-shaped rod 32 hav 
ing a plural'ty of ring-likesealing elements 34 
on its lower fork and in position normally bridg 
ing and sealing the slot 28. 
As shown in Fig. 4., the rings are loose on the 

supporting rod 32 and these rings are provided 
only at the two margins of the fabric (Fig. 1). 
The function of the rings is two-fold. Where the 
rings rest on the fabric, the traveling fabric holds 
the rings to the right (Fig. 4) so that they rest 
on the exit margin of the vacuum slot, leaving 
the slot open forwardly thereof to receive the 
washing water. Where the rings rest on the 
pipe l6 outside the margins of the fabric they 
seat directly on and seal the vacuum slot. This 
is clearly shown in Fig. 4. 
.Supported on brackets 36 at its ends is a bar ‘ 

or pipe-like member 38 parallel w'th and located 
forwardly of and at an elevation slightly below 
the slot 28. A horizontally extending plate 49 
hasuits upper portion supported on the frame at 
42v and from thence is inclined downwardly with - 
its bottom edge resting on the member 38. Slots 
43 and 45 in the supporting brackets and plate 
permit angular adjustment of the plate to the, 
‘desired inclination. Treatingvliquid is distributed 
on and along this plate from a perforated pipe 
44 extending along and above the plate and sup» 
ported by overhead bridges 46 on the frame, the 
treating ‘liquid being supplied to the perforated 
pipe 44 of each unit ID through a branch pipe 
48 from a main supply pipe 58. The importance : 
of; the plate 40 is particularly emphasized s‘nce 
this plate serves the function of assuring a uni 
form and continuous distribution of the treating 
liquid first to the member 38 and from thence 
to the pool which forms on the fabric at the bot 
tom of the plate. > 
The fabric strip to be treated ?rst passes to 

the machine beneath and in contact with a guide 
roll 52 and over and in contact with a roll 54. 
From thence the strip passes into contact with 
and is guided by the following elements: top sur 
face of an abutment bar 56, bottom surface of 
the member 38, slotted port'on of the pipe l6, 
about a power driven drum 58, and outwardly 
over guide rolls 60 and 62. The drum 58 is driven 
in any convenient manner as by a chain 64. 
The fabric, supported in open width on the 

rolls and surfaces illustrated, is drawn taut by 
the drum 58 which is adapted continuously to 
move the str’p longitudinally in the direction of 
the arrow. The strip is in substantial sealing 
contact with the bottom of the member 38 and 

_ the surface bordering the slot 28 and that por 
, tion of the strip disposed therebetween forms the 
bottom inclined wall of a basin of which the 

15 

20 

I and efficiency heretofore impossible. 

25 

4 
member 38 provides a s‘de wall, the ends of the 
basin being open. Wash water or other treat 
ing liquid is distributed on and along the plate 
40 from the perforated pipe 44 and flows gently 
and uniformly down the plate to the fabric. The 
flow of liquid is su?icjent to maintain substan 
tially the level illustrated in the drawing, the 
surplus liquid over?owing at the ends of the 
basin and into a pan 66 from which it passes to 
a drain 68. 
Such a full and uniform ?ow of liquid pro 

viding a continuous body on and across the fabric 
is essential to the successful operation of our in 
vention for the purpose of securing the mechani 
cal penetrating and cleansing action that only a 
full and continuous supply of l quid can produce 
and also for the purpose of providing a solid body 
of liquid against which a heavy vacuum can be 
maintained. The very strong mechanical action 
thus produced and effecting a rushing passage 
of the liqud through the fabric serves uniformly 
to clean and remove foreign matters at a rate 

It will be 
apparent that failure thus to cover the fabric 
across its entire width adjacent to and along the 
dam at the slot 28 would cause unevenness in the 
amount of foreign matter removed from the fab 
ric and uneven coloring and ?n shing effects in 
the fabric. The essential importance of ?owing 
and maintaining a body of the treating liquid 
uniformly on and across the fabric as herein de 
scrbed and claimed is therefore particularly em 
phasized. ‘ 

The fabric is moved longitudinally at a sub 
stantial speed and carries a uniform layer of the 
water from the basin to the zone of the slot 28 
where the water is drawn downwardly through 
the fabric. The vacuum maintained solely 
against the fabric and water .at the slot together 
with a minor portion of atmosphere at the fabric 
exiting margin of the slot ordinarily approxi 
mates 20 inches although it will necessarily vary 
with the weight and texture of the fabric being 
treated, heavy felted fabric being adapted to 

‘ produce a relatively greater vacuum. .In any 
event the water is drawn through the fabric at 
a speed and in such quantity as thoroughly to‘v 
impregnate the fabric and give it a thorough. 
washing to remove foreign matter and impuri 
ties. 
erate temperature but no soap is added. The 
foreign matter, having been loosened by the 
fulling of the fabric and kept in soft condition 
by the soap remaining therein, is readily re 

.5' moved by the forceful passage of the water 

60 

, move foreign matters uniformly at a rate and ~ 
efficiency heretofore impossible and the locating ' 
of the slot at the exiting margin of the treating - 
zone effects such total removal of the water at , 
that location as to leave a minimum amount of : 
dampness in the'fabric. The water drawn into; 
and through the pipe I 6 is passedon to the sepa- ' 
rating chamber 22 from whence it passes into -_a - 

through the fabric. 

pool of water, and is located at the fabric-exit 
ing edge of the treating zone. The narrow slot 
together with the vacuum maintained within the.‘ 
pipe [6 effects a rush of water through the fabric 
of sufficient force and volume ‘to clean and re 

drain. 
It is quite apparent that ‘the impregnating‘: 

and cleansing action effected on a fabric by the - 
vacuum slot treatment at one face depends upon 
several factors, including not only the passage 

The water is preferably heated to a mod-. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the‘: 
vacuum slot 28 is quite narrow, relative to the . 
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of water through the wfabric but furthermore 
upon‘the, creation of a verycstrong' mechanica1__ 
acliionorrushing of water and-airtherethrough 
to .jpick ~up -jand~1'emoveiforeig_r_i particles, soap 
and emulsi?ed matter from the ‘fabric. v(Dur in 
vention employs a process that utilizes this 
principle-to the maximum __degree and has maxi 
mum cleansing and drying effect on the product. 
~‘Th’e'pool provides 1a “reservoir'from which “the 

traveling fabric can draw the .required amount 
of. waterv to be passed, through .the fabric and 
vacuum slot. Locating 'the" pool‘ forwardly'of 
the slot provides for a free and full “flow of water 
to the fabric at the slot but without fully seal 
ing the slot against the passage of a ?lm of air 
through the fabric along with the water. This 
?lm of air passes through the fabric and slot 
at and along the exitmargin of the slot and 
therefore serves to dry the fabric as it leaves 
the slot. The relative proportions of water and 
air thus passing through the fabric will depend 
upon various factors, including the character of 
the fabric, the level elevation of the pool, the 
extent of vacuum maintained, the width of the 
vacuum slot, etc. It will be apparent that in 
practicing the invention these factors will be 
properly co-ordinated to produce the desired 
results. In any event the process and appa 
ratus effect a maximum impregnating, cleans 
ing and drying of the fabric as it passes over 
the vacuum slot. 
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the machine prefer 

ably employs a plurality of units at each of 
which fresh Wash water is drawn through the 
fabric whereby progressively washing it to a 
predetermined degree of perfection. The fabric 
is furthermore washed with great uniformity, 
laboratory tests having shown less than .l% 
variance across the piece and less than 5% aver 
age over all. This uniformity in the fabric .1 
eliminates uneven dyeing and redyeing of the 
fabric. Sewage troubles are also non-existent 
in our process due to the small amount of water 
used. A valve ‘H3 in communication with pipe 
24 is provided for relieving the vacuum when oc 
casion requires, the valve being operated by ‘a 
handle 12. ’ 

The machine battery shown in Fig. 5 has been 
constructed and operated very successfully in 
production work. The fabric has been run 
through the machine at a speed of 40 to 50 yards 
per minute and the water consumed has been 43 
gallons per piece of 24 oz. fabric of 60 yards 
length. Intermittently operating washers here 
tofore employed wherein the fabric is intermit 
tently moved forwardly 27 feet and rearwardly 
10 feet through a washing bath has required 
1200 gallons of water per piece of 24 oz. fabric 
of 60 yards length and has completed its wash 
ing functions at a speed of 22 yards per minute. 
The work performed by such washer which em 
ploys a soaped washing bath and scrubs the 
fabric however cannot be compared to the great 
ly superior work performed by our process and 
the very substantially improved resulting prod 
uct. Furthermore, the costs in time, materials 
and mechanical upkeep have been very substan 
tially reduced by our invention. 

It should be understood that, whereas our 
method is capable of washing fabrics at a fast 
speed in the range of and exceeding 40 to 50 
yards per minute, successful operation of the 
method is not dependent on the speed employed. 
We employ the term “fast speed” herein to de 
?ne a speed of travel of the fabric which ordi 

10 

15 

20 

6 
narily will he in theneighhorhood of A0 1x156» 

'1 depend-mother 
, main-1» 

-,dénsity 0f the fabric being treated; 

yardsiper-minute but which 1W1 1 
factors-such as .the Ides ' 
tamed, ' the 
etc. .. 

Fabrics toTbe washed by our process can lb’e'i 
fulled with 1.0z. soap to producecleahwashing,» 
and securing, and grease and voil. stains which. 
have been troublesome in prior ,lknown methods 
are eliminated by our invention.v ‘Furthermore, 
the ifabric‘remains flat at all times and washer 
wrinkles are .non-existentL ? 
While our invention is particularly applicable 

to the washing of fabrics as above described, it 
is {also useful in other treatments of_fabrics,_such 
as,‘ for example, (1) for operating on goods. that. 
have been treated with paint remover, (2)‘ the 
‘wetting out of goods for fulling, (3) the neutral 
izing of carbonized goods, (4) dyeing etc. 
In certain operations it is desirable or neces 

sary to give the fabric a special treatment prior 
to passing it through our machine and in such 
cases the fabric in full width form is passed 
through a treating bath on its way to the wash 
ing ‘treatment, a tank for this purpose being pro 
vided forwardly Of the machine. The fabric can 
be washed before or without fulling if desired by 
?rst soaping it in this tank or otherwise and then 
scouring by running it through the machine. In 
the neutralizing treatment the iabric is thus 
passed through a prescribed solution or alkali or 
soda on its way to the washing machine, the bath 
tank being located to the left of Fig. 5. The 
fabric is continued from the treating bath to and 
through the washing treatment. The process 
leaves the fabric ready for iuture processes such 
as fulling, coloring or other steps in ?nishing and 
the uniformity of the treatment throughout the 
length and breadth 0f the fabric is of especial 
advantage in such further process treatments 
through which the fabric is passed to the ?nished 
product. 

This application is a continuation of our ap 
plication Serial No. 730,122, ?led February 21, 
1947, which is a division of our prior application 
Serial No. 546,716 ?led July 26, 1944, now Patent 
No. 2,426,806. 
Having thus described our invention what we 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United States is— 

1. A method of treating fabric which comprises 
continuously moving a strip of fabric at fast speed 
longitudinally in open width and taut condition 

' past a treating zone, the path of movement of 
the fabric at said zone being inclined upwardly 
in the direction of movement of the fabric to a 
relatively narrow area disposed transversely 
across the fabric adjacent to and along the fabric 

‘0 exiting edge of the zone, maintaining the fabric 

70 

in close contact with the top margin of said area, 
maintaining a pool of treating liquid of substan 
tial depth in direct contact with the upper face 
of the fabric at said zone, continuously drawing 
from the pool to said area a uniform layer of 
liquid on said face of the fabric in the direction 
of movement of the fabric, maintaining a high 
vacuum at the opposite faceof the fabric along 
said area solely against the atmosphere, the fab 
ric and the liquid continuously brought to said 
area by said layer, continuously forcing said 
layer of liquid directly through and transversely 
of the fabric at high speed at said area by said 
vacuum, and constantly supplying make-up liquid 
to the pool to maintain a constant depth of liquid 
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in constant contact ‘with the fabric at said zone. UNITED STATES PATENTS 
2. The method de?ned in claim 1 character- Number Name Date 

ized by the forcing of said treating liquid through 426 875 stmer et aL _ _ ___ Apr‘ 29 1890 
the fabric at a forward major portion of said area 1373369 Cadgene ___:_'_'_:___ Aug_ 19: 1930 
and. the forcing of a ?lm of fabric drying air 5 
through and entirely across the fabric at a rear- FOREIGN PATENTS 
ward minor portion of said area at the fabric NQmber ‘country Date 
exiting margin thereof by said vacuum simul- 610,500 Germany ________ __ Mar. 13, 1935 
t n 1 it th f r in of aidli uid throu h 
tgeiglgiiiw h e ° c g S q r g m OTHER REFERENCES 

EDWARD F. WILLIAMS. American Dyestu?' Reporters, September 4, 
WILLIAM J. BRAYDEN. 1939, page 521. 
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